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NEW QUESTION: 1
A. nexus# configure terminal
B. nexus# configure
C. nexus# con
D. nexus# configure global
Answer: C
Explanation:
Example:
NX# con
Enter configuration commands, one per line. End with CNTL/Z.
NX(config)#
PS. in IOS minimum "conf t"

NEW QUESTION: 2
A United States corporation purchases finished products from a
German subsidiary and sells raw materials to the subsidiary

several times in one month. To minimize foreign exchange
transaction costs, the U.S. corporation's cash manager would
MOST LIKELY use:
A. multilateral netting.
B. forward options.
C. pooling.
D. bilateral netting.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
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A. Amazon CloudWatch
B. AWS Trusted Advisor
C. Amazon GuardDuty
D. Amazon Rekognition
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
For which of the following scenarios could you implement a
stock determination strategy for a material in inventory
management?
There are 3 correct answers to this question.
Response:
A. You use split valuation to separate internally produced and
externally procured quantities. Internally produced quant ties
should be withdrawn first.
B. You have both vendor consignment stock and own stock for the
material. You want to withdraw your own stock first.
C. You have both quality inspection stock and unrestricted-use
stock for the material. You want to withdraw unrestricted-use
stock first.
D. Your material is stored at various storage locations in your
plant. You want to withdraw from the storage location with the
highest stock first.
E. Your material is stored in different plants. You want to
withdraw from the plant with the lowest stock first.
Answer: A,B,D
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